IB Questionbank Biology	12
Review #1: Elements, Water, Cells, Membrane Transport, and Cell Division Released Questions Worksheet Mark Scheme
1.		cell wall protects the cell from damage;
cell wall prevents the cell from bursting;
plasma membrane pumps substances/carries out active transport;
plasma membrane controls entry and exit of substances;
cytoplasm contains enzymes that carry out metabolism;
pili are used to connect bacterial cells/can pull bacteria closer together;
flagella used for locomotion/movement of the bacterial cell;
ribosomes synthesize proteins;
(naked) DNA of main chromosome is located in the nucleoid (region);
nucleoid initiates reproduction/binary fission;
(naked) DNA/chromosome/nucleoid controls/determines cell
structure/function;
plasmids confer (luxury) functions such as disease resistance/
antibiotic resistance/other;
capsule protects cell/promotes adherence;	9 max
If the answer includes any eukaryotic structures, award [8 max].
2.		condensation reactions involve joining subunits/molecules/monomers;
with the release of water;
hydrolysis reactions involve splitting molecules into subunits/
molecules/monomers;
with the addition of water;
example of condensation reaction;
(e.g. amino acid + amino acid yields dipeptide + water)
example of hydrolysis reaction;
(e.g. disaccharide + water yields two monosaccharides)	5 max
Examples can be shown in words or chemical form.
3.		integral proteins are embedded in the membrane/phospholipid bilayer;
peripheral proteins are on the surface of the membrane;
some integral proteins (are transmembrane proteins that) extend from
one side of the membrane to the other;
hormone binding sites;
e.g. insulin;
enzymes;
e.g. sucrase / succinate dehydrogenase;
cell adhesion;
cell-to-cell communication recognition / antigenic markers /
glycoproteins / contact inhibition;
channels/pores for passive transport/facilitated diffusion;
pumps/carriers for active transport;
receptors for neurotransmitters;
such as acetylcholine;
electron carriers;
e.g. electron transport chain of cellular respiration;
pigments (in rods/cones);	8 max
Award any of the above points if clearly drawn in an annotated diagram.
4.		G1 the cell grows/duplication of organelles;
S is synthesis stage when DNA is synthesized/replicated;
G2 the chromosomes begin condensing/preparation for cell division;
G1, S and G2 make up interphase;
during mitosis nuclear division occurs/all four stages listed;
during cytokinesis cytoplasm/cell divides/daughter cells formed;	4 max
 
5.	eukaryotes evolved from prokaryotes;
mitochondria/chloroplasts evolved from (independent) prokaryotic cells;
taken in by larger (heterotrophic) cell by endocytosis;
theory supported by characteristics of chloroplasts/mitochondria;
	[2 max] for mitochondria/chloroplast characteristics:
mitochondria/chloroplasts have naked DNA;
mitochondria/chloroplasts divide/carry out fission;
mitochondria/chloroplasts have 70S ribosomes / synthezise own proteins;
mitochondria/chloroplasts have double membranes;
cristae similar to mesosomes / thylakoid have similar structures in prokaryotes;
	but theory cannot be falsified as it predicts something occurring in the past;
theory does not explain the origins of cilia/flagella/linear chromosomes/meiosis;
weaker evidence that cilia/flagella evolved from attached bacteria/spirochetes;	6 max
[6]
6.	 
	sequence of stages is prophase → metaphase → anaphase → telophase;
chromosomes condense/supercoil/become shorter and fatter in prophase;
spindle microtubules grow (from poles to equator) in prophase/metaphase;
nuclear membrane breaks down in prophase/metaphase;
spindle microtubules attach to the centromeres/chromosomes in metaphase;
chromosomes line up at equator in metaphase;
centromeres divide / (paired) chromatids separate / chromosomes
separate into two chromatids in metaphase/anaphase;
(sister) chromatids/chromosomes pulled to opposite poles in anaphase;
spindle microtubules disappear in telophase;
nuclear membrane reforms around chromosomes/chromatids in telophase;
chromosomes/chromatids decondense in telophase;	9 max
 [9]
7.	
	In the table below, information from both boxes on same line is
needed for 1 mark.
Differences [4 max]:
Prokaryotic cells
Eukaryotic cells
no nucleus
nucleus;
naked DNA
DNA associated with histone/protein;
loop of DNA
strands of DNA;
no mitochondria
mitochondria;
70S/ smaller ribosomes
80S/ larger ribosomes;
no/few internal membranes / no organelles
internal membranes/organelles/ Golgi/ER/lysosomes;
smaller in size (approx. 1-10µm)
larger in size (approx. 10-100µm);
cell wall (glycoprotein) present
sometimes present/not in animal cells;
	Similarities: Award 1 mark for any combination of two different
items [2 max].
cytoplasm/plasma membrane/contains DNA/contains ribosomes	5 max
 [5]

 
8.	(a)	Award [1] for each linked set of answers.
simple diffusion
facilitated diffusion
energy requirement
none
none;
direction of movement
down concentration gradient
down concentration gradient;
specificity
not specific
specific;
passage directly through phospholipid membrane
yes
no;
protein channels
not required
required;
solute
simple molecules / O2 / CO2
sugars/amino acids;
solute binding to carriers
no
yes;
speed of diffusion
slower
faster;
		5 max
(b)	endocytosis occurs when a membrane encloses a target particle;
fluidity of membrane permits movement of membrane;
membrane sinks inwardly/forms pit/invaginates to enclose particle;
membrane seals back on itself / edges fuse;
one membrane layer / two phospholipid layers enclose particle making
vesicle;
inner phospholipid layer of (original) membrane becomes outer
phospholipid layer of vesicle membrane;
outer phospholipid layer of (original) membrane becomes inner
phospholipid layer of vesicle membrane;
vesicle breaks away from membrane/moves into cytoplasm;
changes in membrane shape require energy;
specific example of endocytosis (e.g. pinocytosis, phagocytosis);
Accept any of the above points in an annotated diagram.	5 max
 [10]
9.	(a)	name of component [1 max] e.g. plant cell wall/cellulose/interstitial matrix/
basement membrane/glycoprotein/bone matrix;
	functions [3 max]
EITHER
e.g. (plant cell wall) strengthens/supports the cell/plant (against gravity);
prevents the entry of pathogens;
maintains the shape of plant cells;
allows turgor pressure/high pressure to develop inside the cell;
prevents excessive entry of water to the cell;
	OR
helps cells to stick together/adhere;
needed to hold cells/tissues together / example of cells/tissues
holding together;
forms interstitial matrix / forms basement membrane to support single
layers of cells;
e.g. around a blood capillary;
forms (part of the) filtration membrane in the glomerulus;	4 max
(b)	vesicles carry material to plasma membrane;
vesicle fuses with membrane;
(by joining of) phospholipid bilayers;
aided by the fluidity of the membrane;
material released/expelled from the cell;
membrane flattens;
name of example e.g. exocytosis of neurotransmitter / exocrine secretion/
endocrine secretion / hormone secretion / release of cortical granules;
outline of example: (in the presence of calcium), neurotransmitter vesicles
release their contents into the synapse / hormones released from one cell
have an effect on another cell etc.;
Accept these points if clearly made in an annotated diagram. [4 max] if
no example given.	5 max
 [9]
10.		nitrogen — structure of organic molecules/proteins/nucleotides;
sulphur — amino acid / protein structure;
phosphorus — nucleic acids / energy carriers;
calcium — bone structure / trigger exocytosis (e.g. neurotransmitters);
iron — prosthetic groups / hemoglobin;
sodium —membrane potential;
Accept other valid roles for those elements already listed.
Accept other valid examples of elements with their roles.
To award [4 max], responses need an appropriate role for each
element stated.	4 max
 [4]
11.	(a)	Award [1] for each structure clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
cell wall; (with some thickness)
plasma membrane; (shown as single line or very thin)
cytoplasm;
pilus/pili; (shown as single lines)
flagellum/flagella; (shown as thicker and longer structures than pili
	and embedded in cell wall)
70S ribosomes;
nucleoid / naked DNA;
approximate width 0.5 µm / approximate length 2.0 µm;
Award [3 max] if the bacterium drawn does not have the shape
of a bacillum (rounded-corner rectangle with length approximately
twice its width).
Award [3 max] if any eukaryotic structures included.	4 max
(b)	Accept the following points as a diagram if clearly drawn and
correctly labelled.
supercoiling of chromosomes in prophase;
chromosomes consist of sister chromatids in prophase;
formation of mitotic spindle / centrosomes/centrioles move away
in prophase;
nuclear membrane breaks down in (late) prophase/(early) metaphase;
attachment of spindle microtubules to centromeres;
chromosomes on metaphase plate/equator/centre of cell in metaphase;
parting of (sister) chromatids at onset of anaphase;
movement of sister chromosomes (accept chromatids) to opposite
poles in anaphase;
re-formation of nuclear membranes in telophase;
Award [5 max] if response does not mention all four phases of mitosis.	6 max
 [10]
12.	(a)	Award [1] for each of the following clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
phospholipid bilayer —double row of opposing phospholipids, tails to inside;
phospholipid —with head and two tails;
hydrophilic/phosphate/polar (heads) and hydrophobic/hydrocarbon/fatty
acid/non-polar (tails) labelled;
integral protein — embedded in the phospholipid bilayer;
protein channel — integral protein showing clear channel/pore;
peripheral protein—on the surface;
glycoprotein—with carbohydrate attached on one side;
cholesterol—shown embedded in bilayer;	5 max
(b)	vesicles formed from rER transport proteins to Golgi apparatus;
these vesicles fuse with membranes of Golgi apparatus;
proteins are processed as they move through Golgi apparatus;
(transport) vesicles bud off/leave Golgi apparatus;
vesicles move through cytoplasm;
(vesicles) fuse with plasma membrane;
contents released to outside of cell / exocytosis;
cells use vesicles to secrete substances such as hormones/digestive
enzymes/other appropriate example;
vesicles may contain cell products other than proteins;
Credit drawings which fully explain the points above.	6 max
 [11]
13.		Award [1] for each structure clearly drawn and correctly labelled, up to [4 max].
cell wall — a uniformly thick wall;
pili — hair-like structures / flagellum — at least length of the cell;
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ribosomes — drawn as small discrete circles/shaded circles;
nucleoid — region with DNA not enclosed in membrane;
plasmid — circular ring of DNA;
cytoplasm —the non-structural material within the cell;
	Award [3 max] if one eukaryote structure is shown, [2 max] for
two eukaryote structures, [1 max] for three eukaryote structures
and [0] if four or more eukaryote structures are shown.	4 max
14.	(a)	Award [1] for each structure clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
Whole cells not necessary.
(plasma) membrane—single line surrounding cytoplasm;
nucleus — with a double membrane and pore(s) shown;
mitochondria(ion) — with a double membrane, the inner one folded
into internal projections, shown no larger than half the nucleus;
rough endoplasmic reticulum—multi-folded membrane with dots/
small circles on surface;
Golgi apparatus—shown as a series of enclosed sacs with evidence
of vesicle formation;
ribosomes — dots/small circles in cytoplasm/ribosomes on rER;
lysosome;
Award [0] if plant cell is drawn. Award [2 max] if any plant cell
structure (e.g. cell wall) is present.	4 max
(b)
prokaryotic
eukaryotic
naked DNA
protein associated with DNA;
DNA in cytoplasm / nucleoid / no nucleus
DNA in nucleus / nucleus present;
circular DNA
linear chromosomes/DNA molecules;
no mitochondria
mitochondria;
70S ribosomes present
80S ribosomes present;
no membrane bound organelles
internal membranes form organelles;
pili present
pili absent;
plasmids (sometimes) present
plasmids absent;
cell wall present
cell wall only present in plants/fungi;
Do not accept cell wall sometimes present.
flagella solid
flagella flexible/membrane-bound;
		6 max
 [10]
15.	(a)	Award [1] for each structure clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
phospholipid bilayer — with head and tails;
hydrophilic/phosphate/polar heads and hydrophobic/hydrocarbon/fatty
acid/non-polar tails labelled;
integral protein —embedded in hydrophobic region of the phospholipids
bilayer;
protein channel—integral protein showing clear channel/pore;
peripheral protein—on the surface;
glycoprotein with carbohydrate attached on outside;
cholesterol — shown embedded in bilayer;
thickness indicated (10 nm); (allow 7 nm to 13 nm)	5 max
(b)
passive
active
Diffusion / osmosis / facilitated diffusion
active transport / ion pumps / exocytosis / pinocytosis / phagocytosis
a second passive method (from above)
a second active method; (from above)
does not require energy
requires energy/ATP; 
down concentration gradient
against concentration gradient;
no pumps needed
requires protein pumps;
oxygen across alveoli / other example
glucose absorption in ileum / other example;
	Both the passive and active movements must be contrasted to
receive a mark.
Award [3 max] if no examples are given. Responses do not
need to be shown in a table format.	4 max
(c)	water is transparent / light passes through water;
this allows organisms to live below the surface / plants to photosynthesize;
hydrogen bonds between water molecules make water cohesive;
this gives water a high surface tension allowing animals to live on the
surface / maintains lung structure (pleural membranes);
helps in water movement through plants/transpiration;
water has a high latent heat of vaporization / OWTTE;
evaporation/sweating/transpiration leads to cooling;
water has a high specific heat capacity / OWTTE;
this provides a stable environment for water organisms;
water is a universal solvent;
can transport materials around organisms/plants/animals;
can be a solvent for chemical reactions in organisms;
ice is less dense than water / water has a maximum density at 4°C;
surface (pond/lake/ocean) freezes first, allowing organisms to survive
in the water below;
Accept hydrogen bonds between water and other substance makes water
adhesive from AHL.	9 max
 [18]
16.	(a)	Award [1] for each structure clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
cell wall —with some thickness;
plasma membrane — shown as single line or very thin;
cytoplasm;
pilus/pili — shown as single lines;
flagellum/flagella —	shown as thicker and longer structures than pili
	and embedded in cell wall;
70S ribosomes;
nucleoid / naked DNA;
approximate width 0.5 µm / approximate length 2.0 µm;
Award [4 max] if the bacterium drawn does not have the shape of a
bacillum (rounded-corner rectangle with length approximately twice
its width).
Award [4 max] if any eukaryotic structures included.	5 max
(b)
passive
active
Diffusion / osmosis / facilitated diffusion
active transport / ion pumps / exocytosis / pinocytosis / phagocytosis
a second passive method (from above)
a second active method; (from above)
does not require energy
requires energy/ATP; 
down concentration gradient
against concentration gradient; 
no pumps needed
requires protein pumps; 
oxygen across alveoli / other example
glucose absorption in ileum / other example;
	Both the passive and active movements must be contrasted to
receive a mark.
Award [3 max] if no examples are given. Responses do not need
to be shown in a table format.	4 max
 [9]
17.		water has a high specific heat capacity;
a large amount of heat causes a small increase in temperature;
water has a high latent heat of vaporization;
a large amount of heat energy is needed to vaporize/evaporate water;
hydrogen bonds between water molecules make them
cohesive/stick together;
this gives water a high surface tension / explains how water rises
up xylem;
water molecules are polar;
this makes water a good solvent;
Award [4 max] if thermal, cohesive and solvent properties are not
all mentioned.	5 max
18.	(a)	Award [1] for each structure clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
	nucleus—smaller area than cytoplasm, surrounded by double membrane
with pores;
	mitochondrion—surrounded by double membrane, inner membrane has
infoldings;
	rough endoplasmic reticulum—stacked tubules with dots / small circles
on outer surfaces;
	Golgi apparatus—curved stacked tubules, small vesicles near ends of
tubules / sacs;
	ribosomes both attached to rER and free ribosomes in cytoplasm drawn
and labelled;
lysosome / nucleolus / nuclear envelope / nuclear pore / plasma membrane;	4 max
Award [0] if a plant cell is drawn.
Award [3 max] if a plant cell structure (such as the cell wall) is present.
(b)	during interphase DNA replicates / produces two copies of genetic material;
sister chromatids are two identical DNA molecules held together by centromere;
sister chromatids are separated during mitosis to form two genetically
identical nuclei;
in prophase chromosomes shorten / thicken / become visible as double-stranded
chromosomes / joined sister chromatids;
chromosomes condense by supercoiling;
chromosomes attach to spindle microtubules at centromeres;
chromosomes begin to move towards equator / centre of cell;
during metaphase all chromosomes lined up at equator separately / not in
homologous pairs;
at start of anaphase centromeres divide separating sister chromatids;
separated sister chromatids known as (single stranded) chromosomes;
(identical sets of) chromosomes pulled to opposite poles;
move by contraction of microtubules;
nuclear envelope / membrane forms around each set of chromosomes;	8 max
Many of these points can be shown by correctly annotated diagrams.
Credit may be given for diagrams clearly illustrating these points.
(c)	Award [4 max] for any of the following general statements:
stem cells are cells that retain the capacity to divide and have the ability to
differentiate along different paths into all types of cells / are pluripotent / totipotent;
stem cells are derived from blastocysts / human embryos, left over from
IVF / placenta / umbilical cord / some adult tissues;
new techniques / technologies rely on replacing diseased / dysfunctional cells with
healthy / functioning ones;
need to identify desired type of stem cell and grow in culture / special
solutions / controlled conditions;
develop biochemical solution that will cause cells to differentiate into desired
cell type;
develop means of implanting / integrating cells into patient’s own tissues so that
they function with the body’s natural cells;
danger of rejection of cells therefore need to suppress immune system;
must make sure new cells do not become overgrown / develop into
cancerous tumours;
Award [2 max] for a specific example ie: [1] for type of cells and [1] for proposed use:
eg retinal cells;
replace dead cells in retina to cure presently incurable diseases such as Stargardt’s disease
and macular degeneration;
eg graft new skin cells;
to treat serious burn victims;
eg nerve tissue;
help repair catastrophic spinal injuries / help victims of paralysis
regain movement;	6 max
[18]
19.		Award [1] for each of the following clearly drawn and labelled correctly.
a double layer of lipid / phospholipid molecules — with hydrophilic heads and
hydrophobic tails;
an integral protein —passing completely through the lipid bilayer;
a peripheral protein — shown on the surface and not penetrating the lipid bilayer;
an integral protein with a pore passing through its entire length / a glycoprotein
with the carbohydrate components shown / cholesterol as component in bilayer;	4
20.	(a)	rough endoplasmic reticulum/RER/rough ER / ribosome	1
(b)	vesicles are formed (from the rough ER);
they are received by Golgi apparatus;
Golgi apparatus forms vesicles that transport substances to membrane;	2 max
(c)	aerobic respiration takes place in the mitochondria;
important for energy/ATP production;
pyruvate broken down into carbon dioxide and water;	2 max
(d)	they are cut in different planes / due to three-dimensional nature/shape	1
[6]
21.	(a)	(i)	interphase because no (individual) chromosomes are visible /
genetic material visible as chromatin / chromosomes/DNA
has not condensed /nuclear envelope/nucleolus/nucleus is visible	1
(ii)	DNA synthesis/replication/OWTTE;
(cell) growth / increase in the number of organelles/specific
organelle mentioned;
transcription/synthesis of RNA;	2 max
Mark only the first process on each line if more than two
processes are listed. Do not accept error carried forward
if mitosis is the answer in (i).
(b)	retain the capacity to divide;
they are undifferentiated / unspecialized;
have the ability to differentiate (along different pathways) / are multipotent/pluripotent/totipotent;	2 max
Mark only the first process on each line if more than two processes
are listed.
(c)	named source of stem cells e.g. bone marrow / cord blood / inner
cell mass of embryo / embryonic stem cells;
name of condition that is treated using the stem cells e.g. leukaemia /
heart disease / diabetes / other possibility;
one precise detail of how the stem cells replace/replenish
(differentiated) cells that are the cause of the condition;	3
	Example:
Source: stem cells obtained from bone marrow;
Condition: leukaemia;
Detail: patient’s bone marrow cells (are killed and) replaced with
the stem cells;
[8]

 
22.	(a)	(i)	50 000 (Accept answers in the range of 50 000 to 53 000)	1
(ii)	0.1 µm (units required)
Allow answers in the range of 0.09 µm to 0.12 µm.	1
(b)	Award [1] for any two of the following.
growth/production of (extra) body cells; (do not accept cell growth)
first stage of spermato/oo/gametogenesis / forming oogonia/spermatogonia;
embryo development;
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clonal selection / division of lymphocytes (for antibody production);
Do not accept asexual reproduction. Do not award a mark if one of the
first two answers is incorrect.	1 max
(c)	stem cells are undifferentiated cells;
embryo cells are stem cells;
stem cells can differentiate in many/all ways / are pluripotent/totipotent;
differentiation involves expressing some genes but not others;
stem cells can be used to repair/replace tissues/heal wounds;	3 max
 [6]
23.	(a)	anaphase	1
(b)	growth (through increasing cell number);
embryonic development;
tissue production/repair;
(asexual) reproduction;	2 max
(c)	uncontrolled mitosis/cell division	1
 [4]
24.	(a)	Both name and function required to achieve [1].
A:	name: flagella/flagellum
	function: used for locomotion / beats in whip-like action to propel cell;
B:	name: pili/pilus
	function: used for adhesion (to another cell/surface) / transfer
of genetic material (between cells);
	ECF, for one mark, can be applied if both parts of the pair are reversed.	2
(b)	Award [1] for a similarity.
both have a plasma/cell membrane/ribosomes/cytoplasm/genetic material;
	Award up to [2] for differences. Candidate must make a valid
comparison, not simply describe each. Award [2 max] if features
of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells are not compared directly,
item by item, although a table is not necessary.

Prokaryote
Eukaryote
naked DNA
DNA associated with proteins;
DNA in cytoplasm/no nucleus
DNA enclosed in nuclear envelope/membrane / nucleus;
70S ribosomes
80S ribosomes;
no membrane-bound organelles
internal membranes that form membrane-bound organelles;
circular chromosome
linear chromosomes;
fission
mitosis;
no introns or exons
introns and exons;
Smaller in size(approximately) 10 microns
larger in size up to (approximately) 100 microns;
cell wall present
cell wall only present in plants/fungi;
Do not accept cell wall sometimes present.
		3 max
[5]
25.	(a)	has the ability to differentiate (into specialized tissue)	1
(b)	only some genes are expressed in each cell type/tissue;
tissues therefore develop differently/become differentiated;
example of differentiated cell and the function of tissues;	2 max
 [3]
26.	(a)	(under the hypothesized conditions) on the pre-biotic Earth, simple
organic molecules could have been created	1
(b)	smaller/70S ribosomes in mitochondria/chloroplasts (as in prokaryotes);
circular DNA in mitochondria/chloroplasts (as in prokaryotes);
mitochondria/chloroplasts have double membrane;
similar size/shape of mitochondria/chloroplasts to prokaryotes;	2 max
[3] 
27.	(a)	(osmosis is) the passive movement of water / solvent molecules from a
more dilute solution / region of lower solute concentration to a more
concentrated solution / region of higher solute concentration through
a partially permeable membrane	1
(b)	facilitated diffusion is a form of passive transport / molecules move from a
region of higher concentration to a region of lower concentration / down a
diffusion gradient;
requires specific protein channels in plasma membrane;	2
(c)	phospholipds have hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions;
hydrophilic heads attracted to water and hydrophobic / fatty acid tails repelled
by / not attracted to water;
phospholipd bilayer forms with heads in contact with water on both sides of
membrane / with environment and cytoplasm;
hydrophobic tails found in centre (of bilayer) away from water;
stability to membrane brought about by attraction between hydrophobic
tails / between hydrophilic heads and water;	3 max
[6]
 
28.	 
	describes the origin of eukaryotic cells;
endosymbionts live within larger host cells;
eukaryotic cells contain mitochondria and / or chloroplasts;
mitochondria and chloroplasts have evolved from independent free living
organisms (bacteria);
these organisms were taken into a larger heterotrophic cell by endocytosis;
not digested but cells were kept alive and continued to carry out aerobic
respiration and photosynthesis;	4 max
[4]

29.	
(a)	uncontrolled mitosis/cell division	1
(b)    Tissue A: 45/100 x 100 = 45% (must have units)
       Tissue B: 15/105 x 100 = 14% (must have units); accept answers in the range of 14.0 – 14.3%
		3
(c)     Tissue A;
	  Higher mitotic index indicates more cell division/ mitosis;
        Cancer is uncontrolled cell division
		2
		      	[6]
30.
Oxygen in water is slightly negative while hydrogen is slightly positive;
Hydrogen bonding due to dipolar nature;
Water molecules are cohesive due to hydrogen bonding;
Cohesion useful in xylem transport;
Hydrogen bonds formed with other structures, giving adhesive properties;
Adhesion of water to cellulose in plant cell walls;
High boiling point due to cohesion/ hydrogen bonding;
Water is liquid rather than gas over the global temperature range;
High heat of vaporization as energy needed to break hydrogen bonds;
Use of sweat for cooling the body;
High specific heat capacity as hydrogen bonds must break to warm water up;
Water is a thermally stable habitat;
[8]


